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In a family of 8 members A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H, there are 2 
mothers in the family. G is C's granddaughter. E is D'S brother. A is 
H's aunt. There are 2 couples in the family. C is B's mother in law. 
There are 3 generations in a family. E is unmarried and he has 2 
nieces. F is a female member of the family. E is not in first 
generation. E is neither a brother of F nor B. 



In a family of 8 members A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H, there are 2 
mothers in the family. G is C's granddaughter. E is D'S brother. A is 
H's aunt. There are 2 couples in the family. C is B's mother in law. 
There are 3 generations in a family. E is unmarried and he has 2 
nieces. F is a female member of the family. E is not in first 
generation. E is neither a brother of F nor B. 
How many children does C have? 
a) 2      b) 3      c) 4     d) None of the above     e) Cannot be 
determined

Who is married to B? 
a) F       b) A      c) D      d) None of the above e) Cannot 
be determined 



Eight persons- A to H were scheduled to leave for Lucknow in the 
same week among one of days from Monday to Thursday. On each 
day, there were exactly two flights to Lucknow at a difference of 4 
hours. The two timings are same for each day. It is also known that: 
The departure time of B's flight was 4 hours after the departure time 
of the flight of A but both the flights were not on the same day and 
also, A's flight was scheduled on a day before that of B. 
C's and E's flights were scheduled at the same time and there was at 
most a gap of one day between them. 
G's flight was on Wednesday and also, the departure time was same 
as that of H. 
D was the next person whose flight was scheduled just after E's flight 
on the same day. 
There was a gap of one day between the flights of C and H. F's flight 
was the 1st flight to depart on Tuesday. 
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In a certain language, 
'Gross come trees chubby' is coded as 'T41U T28H Z30D F10D'. 
'Lone champ technology savior' is coded as 'Q21D Z471J F 19M S39T'. 
'Best dust withdraw start' is coded as 'U26E U24C X48X U41T'. 

1) How is the word ‘ARYAN RESTAURANTS' coded in the 
given language? 
a) O39S T17S       b) O17B T39S      c) S39O T18S      d) T17S  
S18O   e) None of these

2) How is the word ‘BLOWER' coded in the given 
language? 
a) O23S       b) C22S      c) S22C     d) T22S     e) None of 
these

3) What is the code for 'STAR WARS'? 
a) 'D20T Q18H' b) 'S39T 'W49X’    c) S47Z' 'W19T’      d) 
‘S38A' 'X9W’ 
e) None of these 


